Considerations and limitations of fast Monte Carlo electron transport in radiation therapy based on precalculated data.
The purpose of this work is to revisit the impediments and characteristics of fast Monte Carlo techniques for applications in radiation therapy treatment planning using new methods of utilizing pregenerated electron tracks. The limitations of various techniques for the improvement of speed and accuracy of electron transport have been evaluated. A method is proposed that takes advantage of large available memory in current computer hardware for extensive generation of precalculated data. Primary tracks of electrons are generated in the middle of homogeneous materials (water, air, bone, lung) and with energies between 0.2 and 18 MeV using the EGSnrc code. Secondary electrons are not transported, but their position, energy, charge, and direction are saved and used as a primary particle. Based on medium type and incident electron energy, a track is selected from the precalculated set. The performance of the method is tested in various homogeneous and heterogeneous configurations and the results were generally within 2% compared to EGSnrc but with a 40-60 times speed improvement. In a second stage the authors studied the obstacles for further increased speed-ups in voxel geometries by including ray-tracing and particle fluence information in the pregenerated track information. The latter method leads to speed increases of about a factor of 500 over EGSnrc for voxel-based geometries. In both approaches, no physical calculation is carried out during the runtime phase after the pregenerated data has been stored even in the presence of heterogeneities. The precalculated data are generated for each particular material and this improves the performance of the precalculated Monte Carlo code both in terms of accuracy and speed. Precalculated Monte Carlo codes are accurate, fast, and physics independent and therefore applicable to different radiation types including heavy-charged particles.